
Aviation

Telex aviation headsets are crafted for 

pilots who share our passion for sound. 

Your headset is your connection to the 

world; sound quality is critical to both your 

safety and the enjoyment of flying.

Telex understands this and has engineered 

a helicopter headset designed to 

deliver the best sound for clear, reliable 

communication in the air.

Heli-XT Specifications

Noise Reduction 30 dB

Microphone Noise Canceling Electret

Comfort Feature ComfortCam™

Power 
Management

Smart  auto shut off
Built-in battery recharger

Panel power cord

Cell Phone/MP3 
Adapter

Dual-action

Power 2AA batteries
(alkaline or rechargeable)
Panel power adapter cord

Warranty 5 years

Weight 18.5 oz (524 grams)

Part Number PRD000220000

Stratus



FlexPower™
advanced power 

management system 
with cell phone 

connector and stereo 
music interface jack. 

Includes built-in 
recharging system.

ComfortCam™ 
technology offers 

quick and easy 
tension control for 
clamp-free flying.

Individual volume 
controls for each 

earcup accommodate 
individual preferences.

Coiled cord
and TP-120, U-174/U 

equivalent plug.

Finally, helicopter pilots have a choice: 
the Telex Heli-XT

Ear cups
include foam seals 
and two-directional 
pivoting to conform 
to the shape of the 

head — even around 
eyewear — and 

evenly distribute 
weight, minimizing 

hot spots and 
pressure on the ears.

Your headset is your connection to the world.

Superior Noise Protection
Telex pioneered Active Noise Reduction (ANR) 
technology in aviation headsets and now we’ve 
taken hearing protection a step further with 
noise reduction technology for the helicopter 
pilot. The Heli-XT cancels harmful, low-
frequency noises common in helicopters that 
other headsets can’t block. 

Comfort
Telex’s patented ComfortCam™ system allows 
you to adjust your headset for a custom fit. It 
alleviates clamping, no matter how long you 
wear the headset.

FlexPower™
Telex’s unique advanced power management 
system gives pilots the option to power the 
headset via the helicopter panel, standard 
alkaline batteries, or rechargable batteries. 
Provides 50 hours of battery life.

Reliability
Telex is the market leader in aviation headsets. 
We’re the headset of choice for more than 70 
percent of commercial pilots, who depend on 
us to provide clear, reliable communications. We 
now bring that leadership and expertise to the 
helicopter pilot.


